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the cognitive benefits of being bilingual pmc Apr 03 2024 bilingualism
appears to provide a means of fending off a natural decline of
cognitive function and maintaining what is called cognitive reserve 9
25 cognitive reserve refers to the efficient utilization of brain
networks to enhance brain function during aging bilingual experience
may contribute to this reserve by keeping the cognitive
bilingualism language and cognition cambridge core Mar 02 2024
bilingualism language and cognition is an international peer reviewed
open access journal focusing on bilingualism from a linguistic
psycholinguistic and neuroscientific perspective the aims of the
journal are to promote research on the bilingual and multilingual
person and to encourage debate in the field
bilingualism a cognitive and neural view of dual language Feb 01 2024
summary there has been an upsurge of research on the bilingual mind
and brain in an increasingly multilingual world cognitive and language
scientists have come to see that the use of two or more languages
provides a unique lens to examine the neural plasticity engaged by
language experience
bilingualism consequences for mind and brain Dec 31 2023 bilingualism
consequences for mind and brain citation bialystok ellen fergus i m



craik and gigi luk 2012 bilingualism consequences for mind and brain
trends in cognitive sciences 16 no 4 240 250 published version doi 10
1016 j tics 2012 03 001 permanent link nrs harvard edu urn 3 hul
instrepos 10587326 terms of use
the contribution of bilingualism to cognitive functioning and Nov 29
2023 the contribution of bilingualism to cognitive functioning and
regional brain volume in normal and abnormal aging published online by
cambridge university press 09 november 2021 valeria l torres mónica
rosselli david a loewenstein merike lang idaly vélez uribe fernanda
arruda joshua conniff rosie e curiel maria t greig and
bilingualism and cognition bilingualism language and Oct 29 2023 the
relation between bilingualism and cognition is informative about the
connection between language and mind from the perspective of language
the question is how bilingualism might help or hinder cognition
narrowly interpreted here as executive function
bilingualism is a long term cognitively challenging nature Sep 27 2023
article open access published 29 march 2021 bilingualism is a long
term cognitively challenging experience that modulates metabolite
concentrations in the healthy brain christos
cognitive implications of bilingualism oxford research Aug 27 2023



cognitive implications of bilingualism oxford research encyclopedia of
psychology ellen bialystok doi org 10 1093 acrefore 9780190236557 013
763 published online 26 may 2021 summary
researching language and cognition in bilinguals bene Jul 26 2023
research on language and cognition in bilinguals requires both depth
in depth investigations of one area in order to test approaches and
methods and breadth investigations of a wide range of research areas
bilingualism consequences for language cognition Jun 24 2023 empirical
evidence suggests that bilingualism in children is associated with
increased meta cognitive skills and superior divergent thinking
ability a type of cognitive flexibility as well as with better
performance on some perceptual tasks such as recognizing a perceptual
object embedded in a visual background and classification task
understanding language and cognition through bilingualism May 24 2023
understanding language and cognition through bilingualism in honor of
ellen bialystok gigi luk john a e anderson john g grundy john
benjamins publishing company jun 15 2023
bilingualism reduces associations between cognition and the Apr 22
2023 studies suggest that bilingualism may be associated with better
cognition but the role of active bilingualism the daily use of two



languages on cognitive trajectories remains unclear one hypothesis is
that frequent language switching may protect cognitive trajectories
against effects of brain atrophy
cognitive effects of bilingualism wikipedia Mar 22 2023 cognitive
effects of bilingualism bilingualism a subset of multilingualism 1 2
means having proficiency in two or more languages 3 a bilingual
individual is traditionally defined as someone who understands and
produces two or more languages on a regular basis 4
bilingualism and cognition Feb 18 2023 special issue of apa s
translational issues in psychological science journal vol 9 no 4
december 2023 this articles in this issue synthesize findings from
diverse linguistic populations and techniques to provide compelling
evidence that knowing more than one language can benefit learning
health and social outcomes
latest issue bilingualism language and cognition Jan 20 2023
bilingualism has been shown to contribute to increased resilience
against cognitive aging one of the key brain structures linked to
memory and dementia symptom onset the hippocampus has been observed to
adapt in response to bilingual experience at least in healthy
individuals



bilingualism and cognition a focus on mechanisms Dec 19 2022 1
especially in children and young adults benefits of bilingualism for
executive functions are not reliable in old people there are benefits
for executive functions but contradictory results on delay of
cognitive impairment depending on whether studies are retrospective or
prospective 2
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